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With the rapid development of automation technology in automotive
manufacturing processes, massive and efficient production is a current trend. Therefore,
measurement systems with accurate and automated measuring instruments are sought by
automotive companies and suppliers. However, the problematic measuring instruments
with unreliable accuracy and stability lead to erroneous measurements and wrong quality
decisions that cause manufacturers huge profit losses. An effective method called
“measurement system analysis” can be applied to define and eliminate erroneous
measurements to ensure adequate reliability.
An automotive transmission die casting parts supplier called company T was
suffering a serious profit loss due to the erroneous measurements from one type of their
product’s measurement system. These erroneous measurements caused the company to
deliver nonconforming products to their customers. The researcher conducted a study
applying Six Sigma methodology to find out the root cause of the erroneous
measurements and eliminate the erroneous measurements to retain adequate reliability.
The researcher used DMAIC (Define, Measure, Analysis, Improve, and Control)
process as framework to conduct the study and the measurement system analysis, Gage
R&R method, to process several experiments for data collection and analysis. Through
processing the experiments and analyzing the results, the researcher was able to detect the
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source of variation and find the root cause that caused the erroneous measurements.
Based on the findings, the researcher then corrected the erroneous measurements and
improved the problematic measurement system’s performance.
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Introduction
Background
Strongly promoted by the leading automotive companies, automated assembly
line technology has become indispensable in automotive industrial production. During
the assembly line operation, part-to-part fitting determines the success of assembled
products, especially for automobile assembly. Because there are thousands of parts in
each automobile, it is a critical procedure for each automotive manufacturer to ensure that
all the parts from many different suppliers meet specifications. Unfortunately, severe part
variation can contribute to poor fit between assembling parts. For example, a variation
may relate to a channel plate’s dimension such as its face flatness or the diameter of its
thread hole. Failure to meet the assembling specifications causes serious production
issues and even can force the entire assembly line to stop producing. This situation
seriously affects the automobile assembling operations and makes manufacturers lose
profits. Therefore, automobile manufactures require all their suppliers to provide
components or parts within assembling specifications. Otherwise, a supplier would be
abandoned by its customers (automobile manufactures) if it continually provides
substandard products. To prevent delivering parts and components out of the assembling
specifications, a supplier should have a good measurement system to measure and control
the products’ metrics that accord the customer’s assembling specifications.
A good measurement system possesses five properties. First, it should accurately
produce measurements comparable to the actual measured object. Second, it should
reputably produce measurements that are equivalent to one another if the measurement
system is applied to the same object. Third, it should produce accurate and consistent
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measurements. Fourth, it should reproduce the same measurements when used by any
properly trained individual (Pyzdek & Keller, 2009). Finally, it should be stable in order
to produce the same measurements in the future that it has in the past. Those five
properties are the main standards for the measurement system evaluation.
In the automotive component and part manufacturing scope, gage is the most
common measurement instrument. Generally, in order to ensure that parts and
components fit during assembly process, quality controllers use gages to measure
automotive parts so that all the dimensions of their deliveries within the customer’s
specifications. The measurement gages are used often and in many ways to analyze the
automotive products and improve the product’s quality performance (Measurement
Systems Analysis Work Group [MSA], 2010). However, similar to all processes, a
measurement system (gage) is impacted by both random and systematic sources of
variation (MSA, 2010). These sources of variation are due to common and special causes
such as instrumentations, human error or environmental changes. The measurement
results are used to make important decisions about the product and the production
process. Variations of the measurements may cause wrong decisions. For example, a
good part will sometimes be called bad or a bad part will sometimes be called good.
Therefore, a special analysis methodology is called measurement systems analysis
(MSA) is applied to evaluate measurement systems and analyze the variations of the
measurement processes, measurement method, or measurement instruments. This
analysis methodology can effectively ensure the data’s integrity during the quality
analysis, and properly detect and control the measurement variations for production or
process’ decisions.
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MSA is an important tool of Six Sigma methodology (Pyzdek & Keller, 2009).
Six Sigma is “a rigorous, focused, and highly effective implementation of proven quality
principles and techniques” (Pyzdek & Keller, 2009, p.3). This methodology is used for
improving the quality of the process outputs by identifying and eliminating the causes of
nonconformities and variability during business and manufacturing processes. Six Sigma
is generally constructed as the framework of Define-Measure-Analysis-Improve-Control
(DMAIC) for improving the performance of an existing process, product, or service. Six
Sigma aims to achieve the goal of “free of defects” that is statistically expected to
achieve the standard of 3.4 or less defects per million opportunities (Summers, 2009).
Because of high practical applicability and effectiveness in continuous
improvement for quality control, Six Sigma is widely used in many manufacturing
companies, especially in automotive manufacturing companies and related suppliers.
Company T is a prime example of an automotive parts manufacturer and supplier that has
implemented Six Sigma methodology to improve their quality performance. This
company is located in the east south-central region of the United States and has more
than twenty years of production history. Company T mainly produces automotive
transmission die castings.
In summer 2012, company T’s quality department began to implement Six Sigma
methodology for controlling and optimizing the quality performance of their products and
production processes. As can be seen from the previous description, in order to guarantee
all the dimensions of products shipping to the customer are within the customer’s
specification, automotive part and component manufacturers generally use gages to
measure their products. This holds true for company T. The company has two types of
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gage systems: an attribute gage system and a variable gage system. For the attribute gage
system, the company uses primarily go/no go gages to test the product’s hole size and
depth of thread. For the variable gage system, the company has more than five types of
variable gages such as air gages or thickness gages, which are used for measuring
different product’s features to get actual numerical results. Company T uses these gage
systems as the essential part of their quality control system.
In order to prevent the substandard products from being shipped to the customer,
the company strictly formulates and applies their product inspection systems and rules
throughout the entire production process. Company T’s product inspection systems
include a visual inspection system, photoelectric inspection system, and coordinate
measuring machine (CMM) inspection system. The visual inspection system is the
company’s most widely used inspection system, which uses humans equipped with a
gage system to inspect products. Also, the visual inspection inspects every product
(100%) at the end of each producing process.
According to company T’s 2014 annual production report there were six out of
fourteen quality complaints related to the product’s dimensions being out of the
customer’s specification. These complaints accounted for the greatest of all company
losses throughout the entire 2014 production year. All of the six complaints were related
to the same product category called transmission rear cover that contains four different
product types supplying two customers. Moreover, the six complaints indicated the same
quality problem and were issued within two months. The customers complained that they
had received a large number of rear cover products in which the diameter of sealed inner
bore was out of the specification. If the rear cover’s sealed inner bore diameter was out of
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the specification, the customers could not conduct further assembly processes and
suffered serious losses. Based on the contract, company T had to pay for all the
customers’ losses including product replacements, transportation costs, and labor costs.
Consequently, the customers required company T to hire a customer specified third party
company to re-inspect the product before shipping the next delivery to the customer. In
addition, the company was required to retain the sorting company until they found out the
root cause and solved the product problem. As the result, a significant investment was
spent on solving the customers’ quality complaints.
In these six complaint cases, the company shipped a number of nonconforming
products in each of six different batches that belonged to all four rear cover product
types. Two product types were complained twice. After receiving the nonconforming
products returned from the customers, company T found that these nonconforming
products were not detected by the inspectors before shipping. The customers asserted that
erroneous measurements had been made by company T, since the measurement results of
the nonconforming products from company T were different from the customers’
measurement results. Therefore, company T’s inspectors could not detect nonconforming
products. Furthermore, erroneous measurements were caused by the visual inspection
measurement system. Company T’s visual inspection measurement system includes the
gage system, inspector, and other equipment and resources such as the inspection station,
instructions, etc. For measuring and inspecting the rear cover’s sealed inner bore
diameter, the inspector used an air gage system to get the actual diameter results and
compared the results with the customer’s specification. Apparently, even though the
nonconforming rear cover products were measured and inspected, variation existed in the
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rear cover’s inner sealed bore measurement system. Thus, nonconforming rear cover
products were not detected and shipped to the customers.
Problem Statement
Company T’s rear cover’s inner sealed bore measurement system was not reliable.
The measurement system had four air gage units, and each unit was used to inspect all
four rear cover product types at four inspection stations. This measurement system
appears to be allowing defective product to be shipped to the customer.
Purpose of the Research Study
The purpose of the study was to find out the root cause of the erroneous
measurements of the rear cover’s sealed inner bore diameter, to eliminate the erroneous
measurements, and to correct the measurement system to obtain the measurement results
within the customer’s specification. Another purpose was to use the gage R&R technique
to evaluate and improve the rear cover’s sealed inner bore measurement system. The
researcher applied the Six Sigma methodology to conduct this research study.
In this research study, variables were the measurement instruments and the
inspectors. The measurement systems consisted of the usage amount and the calibration
frequency. The inspectors were defined by the level of their training. The researcher
conducted several experiments to let the inspectors use the air gage system and measure
the four rear cover product types. All the experiments were taken in the testing room at
room temperature. For each experiment, the inspectors used all four air gage systems to
measure ten rear cover product samples. The product samples contained five good
products and five defects returned from the customers. After each experiment, the
researcher applied the gage R&R technique to calculate and analyze the measured data.
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The data analysis included numerical analysis and graphical analysis. The numerical
analysis would analyze the calculated parameter results such as gage repeatability, gage
reproducibility, or number of distinct categories (ndc). The graphical analysis would
analyze the average and range control chart of each air gage system based on the
measured data.
By comparing the gage R&R results among these four different air gage systems,
the researcher could determine whether the erroneous measurements came from the air
gage instruments or from the inspectors or both. If the erroneous measurements came
from the air gage systems, the researcher could detect the unreliable gage system(s). If
the erroneous measurements came from the operators, the researcher could assess the
reasons for the improper inspections and find out which inspector(s) needed further
training. Once the researcher knew the sources of the variations, the root cause of the
erroneous measurements could be addressed.
Significance for the Research Study
To ensure the reliability of the rear cover’s inner sealed bore measurement system,
the researcher was required to verify the precision and accuracy of the measurement
system. A measurement system analysis called gage repeatability and reproducibility
study, also known as gage R&R, can be used to ensure the reliability of the measurement
system. Such a study can be applied when a measurement system has questionable results
in measurements on a continuous scale (Mast & Trip, 2005). In the rear cover’s inner
bore measurement and inspection procedure, the operator and the air gage are the two key
elements. According to MSA, a measurement system is normally impacted by sources of
variation (2010). For example, the inspector’s training level and the air gage’s usage
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amount are the sources of variation. Therefore, in order to control the measurement
system’s variations, the researcher needed to:
1. Identify the sources of variation.
2. Eliminate (whenever possible) or monitor these sources of variation (MSA, 2010).
To do these two steps, the researcher would apply the gage R&R technique not
only to detect the sources of variation, but also to eliminate or monitor these sources.
Generally, measurement variations come from these three items: instruments, human
error, and procedures. In this research study, since the complaint problem was directly
related to the erroneous measurements, the corresponding measurement instruments (air
gage systems) and inspectors would have considerable possibility to cause erroneous
measurements.
By identifying the root cause and correcting the erroneous measurements,
company T would have the potential to improve the performance of rear cover’s inner
sealed bore measurement system, and to prevent shipping defective products to the
customers. As a result, delivery time could be saved by preventing extra work from reinspecting products by a sorting company. In addition, company T could save the cost by
preventing the cost to compensate for customers’ losses. Additionally, by implementing
the gage R&R study and Six Sigma methodology in this research, the researcher and
company T’s quality department would have a practical opportunity for the continuous
improvement of the company’s quality control system.
Hypothesis
This research study addressed these hypotheses:
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1. The inspectors were fully trained in how to use and read the air gage instruments
but the air gage systems were unreliable. The gage repeatability value was larger
than the gage reproducibility value. The gage R&R would not be capable of
meeting the customer’s specification.
2. The inspectors were less trained in how to use and read the air gage instruments
and the air gage systems were reliable. The gage reproducibility value was larger
than the gage repeatability value. The gage R&R would not be capable of meeting
the customer’s specification.
3. The air gage systems were reliable and the inspectors were fully trained in how to
use and read the air gage instruments. The gage R&R would be capable of
meeting the customer’s specification.
4. The air gage systems were not reliable and the inspectors were not fully trained in
how to use and read the air gage instruments. The gage R&R would not be
capable of meeting the customer’s specification.
Assumptions
In this research study, the researcher made several assumptions in order to make
the research study more objective. The customers indicated the nonconforming rear cover
products were out of the specification, and their assembly lines could accurately detect
the nonconforming rear cover products. Therefore, the research study assumed that the
diameter of sealed inner bore of nonconforming rear cover product samples used in this
study were out of specification. Similarly, the research study assumed that the diameter
of sealed inner bore of returned rear cover product samples used in this study were within
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the customer’s specification. The researcher assumed that the experimental results in the
products laboratory were accurate and the experiment was safe.
Limitations
The limitations in this research study were:
1. The materials of the rear cover product samples were made of aluminum alloys.
2. The customer’s specification of the rear cover’s sealed inner bore diameter was
84.9525 ± 0.0125mm. All the company T’s four rear cover product types used this
same specification for the sealed inner bore diameter.
3. The research study used “Mahr Millimar S 1840 PE” air gage systems in company
T to measure the product samples in the experiments.
4. All the experiments were conducted in the company’s products laboratory in this
research study. The products laboratory was designed to be suitable for products
testing and research.
Delimitations
The delimitations in this research study were:
1. The air gage’s level of sensitivity. The researcher could use the sensor regulator to
control the air gage’s level of sensitivity in order to make sure the air gage can
measure the sealed inner bore diameter to the customer’s specification .
2. The sample size was set at 10, per the MSA gage R&R manual.
3. All four product types were used in each experiment.
4. Each product was tested three times in each experiment, per the MSA manual.
5. Three inspectors tested the product samples in each experiment per the MSA
manual. Each inspector operated each testing trial independently.
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6. During the experiment, the inspectors wrote the measurement results on the data
collection sheets after each measurement. After each experiment, the researcher
gathered all the test results from data collection sheets and recorded on Excel
spreadsheets. The researcher also used Excel for plotting charts and Minitab for
data analysis.
Definition of Terms


Air gage – A type of gage instrument with a measuring probe to release airflow
by inducing the back pressure from the part’s inner bore surface to measure the
inner bore diameter of the part.



Automotive die casting products – The aluminum cases of the automobile parts
such as rear covers, channel plates or gear boxes.



Attribute gage – Is a type of gage that compares part characteristics to
specification limits and either accepts or rejects the part based on whether the
limits are satisfied. Attribute gages often are referred to as go/no-go. The gages
indicate only whether a part is good or bad, not how good or bad it is (Stewart,
1998).



CMM – Coordinate Measuring Machine is a device to measure coordinates of
spatial points on surfaces of a work piece with sub-micrometer accuracy and to
obtain and evaluate the work piece’s three-dimensional metrological shape
information (Park, Kwon, & Cho, 2006).



DMAIC – Define, Measure, Analyze, Improve, and Control is a problem solving
strategy used in Six Sigma methodology. DMAIC is used to define the problem,
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measure the problem’s process, analyze the root cause, improve the process, and
control the improved process (Summers, 2009).


Gage R&R – Gage Repeatability and Reproducibility is a statistical approach to
evaluate and determine if a gage or gage system is reliable in a process (Smith,
McCray, & Callahan, 2007).



Gage repeatability – The variation in measurements taken by a single person or
instrument on the same item and under the same conditions (William, 2006).



Gage reproducibility – The ability of an entire experiment or study to be
reproduced, either by the researcher or by someone else working independently
(Elizabeth, 2012).



Minitab – A statistical analysis software that is widely used for doing statistical
analysis in different subjects (Rowell & Duffey, 2004).



MSA – Measurement System Analysis, an analysis methodology to be used for
assessing, maintaining, and improving measurement systems.



Number of distinct categories (ndc) – “A metric that is used in gage R&R studies
to identify a measurement system's ability to detect a difference in the measured
characteristic (resolution)” (Minitab, 2015).



Transmission rear cover – The front part of the automotive transmission system,
to protect and install output speed sensors and main transmission shaft.



Six Sigma – Is a statistical terminology in quality management that uses statistical
method to control the quality to achieve the goal of producing 3.4 defects or less
per million opportunities (Pyzdek & Keller, 2010).
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Variable gage – Is a type of gage provides a quantitative value for the checked
part characteristics, giving numerical measurements that can be used to compare
with the specification limits (Stewart, 1998).
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Review of Literature
Measurement System Variations
According to the Measurement System Analysis Work Group (MSA) (2010), “the
measurement system is impacted by both random and systematic sources of variation” (p.
15), implying that the variations of the measurement system can be detected directly or
indirectly. The MSA manual listed five essential elements that cause the variations in a
measurement system: Standard, Work Piece, Instrument, Person, and Environment
(MSA, 2010). Under this research circumstance, since the standard was the customer’s
specification and the condition of the work piece was known, the variations in this
research study might have come from three sources: air gage, inspectors, and
environment.
The variations of gages relate to several different causes. Design and maintenance
are the two most important factors that affect the gage’s accuracies (Hoffa & Laux,
2007). For design, there are many different minor factors that belong to it such as use
assumptions or amplifications (Hoffa & Laux, 2007). For maintenance, the gage’s
calibration can affect the gage’s performance. The variations of inspectors relate to the
training, their attitude, or their education (MSA, 2010). During each experiment, different
inspectors use the same air gage to test the same sample parts. Different inspector’s
unique characters affect the measurement results (Dolezal, Burdick, & Birch, 1998). The
variations of environment relate to the temperature, the ergonomics, or the humidity
(MSA, 2010). Environmental factors also affect the measurement system, including the
air gage and the inspectors. Because company T’s products laboratory has appropriate
experimental conditions, the variations of environment in this research were negligible.
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Therefore, the researcher mainly focused on finding and analyzing the variations of air
gages and inspectors, as one or both of them might cause the erroneous measurements of
the rear cover’s sealed inner bore diameter.
Measurement System Improvement
The researcher used Six Sigma methodology – define, measure, analyze, improve,
and control (DMAIC) as the framework of the research study to define the root cause of
the erroneous measurements of the rear cover’s sealed inner bore diameter, and to correct
the erroneous measurements to improve the measurement system. As previously
mentioned, in this research study the erroneous measurements were related to the air gage
or the inspector or both. By analyzing both of the two sources of variations, the
researcher expected to eliminate the erroneous measurements and to formulate
continuous improvement on the rear cover’s sealed inner bore diameter’s measurement
system.
When the measurement instrument was scrutinized as the source of variations, a
Six Sigma case study showed the use of DMAIC to improve and optimize the electronic
signal measurement instruments at an automotive original equipment company. Wesff’s
article (2012) discussed the implementation of the Six Sigma methodology. The company
used Six Sigma methodology by applying DMAIC to improve the company’s electronic
component measurement systems for one of their products. The company defined the root
cause as a failure to identify the electronic pulse, which was a key step in the process of
measuring the product’s electronic component’s signal peaks. It caused the signal
measurement system to inaccurately and incorrectly distinguish the good or defective
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products within a certain frequency range. As the result, the company’s defective rate
was out of control.
According to Weff’s findings, the company replaced the signal detection device in
the measurement system and reprogrammed the equipment’s software language. After
comparing the defective rate at the end of the Six Sigma project with the rate before the
project, the defective rate had a significant decline and the company saved $130,000 per
year.
On the other hand, the inspector also impacted the measurement system and it was
another source of variation in this research study. Another case study showed how an
energy enterprise applied DMAIC to improve the company’s vendor inspector’s
capability of inspecting the quality of procured material. In Bubshait and Al-Hamdan’s
article (2013), the authors focused on discussing the implementation of Six Sigma
methodology for improving the vendor inspector’s accuracy and efficiency of qualifying
and testing the procured material. The goal of the project was to reduce the cycle time of
the qualification and test, and also to improve the correct rate. The company applied the
DMAIC and successfully defined the problems and the root cause. By measuring the
process and calculating the data from the customer’s feedback and defects, the company
created a fish bone diagram to summarize five factors that caused the long cycle time and
low correct rate. The company then processed the root cause analysis to investigate and
determine the reasons of the problems.
According to the analysis, improper planning of the qualification and test process
delayed the inspection time. The inspector also did not realize the qualification and test
process was a priority. Therefore, the company then revised the qualification and test
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process and training plan for the inspector. When the project was completed, the
company achieved a 73% reduction of the cycle time and a 59% promotion of the correct
rate. This resulted in a reduction of customer complaints to an acceptable range.
Based on the two case studies, the Six Sigma methodology had positive effect on
finding and solving the variations of measurement instruments and inspectors to improve
the measurement system. It also supported the researcher’s assertion of this methodology
as appropriate for this research study.
Gage R&R Study and Measurement System Analysis
As mentioned previously, measurement system analysis is an important tool of
Six Sigma methodology. This research study applied the Six Sigma methodology as the
framework to determine the root cause of the erroneous measurements from company T’s
air gage systems, and eliminate any erroneous measurements to improve the air gage
systems to be more reliable. According to Mast and Trip (2005), to reduce the variations
of the measurement system, a gage R&R study could be applied to assess the precision of
the measurement system when it was questionable. Smith, McCray, and Callahan (2007)
stated that a gage R&R study could be used as a significant practice for promoting the
reliability of a measurement system. For a general variable gage R&R study, there are
two to three appraisers with five to ten samples that need to be measured at two to three
processes. Each sample needs to be measured two to three times by the same appraiser at
each process (Six Sigma Material, 2013).
Gage R&R Method
There were several gage R&R methods that could be used in different industries
for variable gage systems. In Pan Jeh-Nan’s article (2006) enumerated three different
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gage R&R methods commonly used in manufacturing, and evaluated these methods by
statistical technique. Pan first used the three gage R&R methods – ANOVA (Analysis of
Variance), Classical Gage R&R (Average and Range Method), and Long Form
respectively to process the gage R&R study three times to evaluate a measurement
system example. The purpose of Pan’s first research study was to ensure that all the three
gage R&R methods were reliable to detect the variability of a measurement system. Pan
then ensured the adequate effectiveness of the three methods by using a set of data from
the normal distribution to compare the accuracy of the three gage R&R methods. In
comparing the biases for three GR&R methods with various total measurement numbers
of each method, the result of the accuracy of the three gage R&R methods in descending
order was: ANOVA > Classical R&R > Long Form. At the end, Dr. Pan recommended
that “ANOVA method is the most accurate one since it includes the variation of
interaction between product and inspector and it can be done with the existing statistical
software packages such as Minitab and Statistica” (Pan, 2006, p.516). On the other hand,
the Classical Gage R&R method could “provide the estimate of both repeatability and
reproducibility for a measurement, and will allow the measurement system’s variation to
be decomposed into two separate components, repeatability and reproducibility” (MSA,
2010, p.103), which implied the researcher could infer an interaction between the
appraisers and measurement instruments, and the interaction in either the appraisers or
the measurements from the experimental data. Compared with the Classical Gage R&R,
the ANOVA method has advantages that: “estimate the variances more accurately, and
extract more information from the experimental data” (MSA, 2010, p.124). The
ANOVA’s disadvantages are still restricted the experiment’s maneuverability since this
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method’s computation was more complex and would be difficult to arrange the
experiment.
For this study, the researcher desired to define the variances of the measurement
instruments and inspectors. The Classical Gage R&R method was capable of analyzing
the variations of both air gage instruments and inspectors. On the other hand, the
ANOVA method could identify the variation of appraiser-part interaction while the
Classical Gage R&R could not (MSA, 2010). For this study, the interaction was
determined to be zero because the air gage could measure the rear cover’s sealed inner
bore diameter automatically and the inspector’s duty was simply to determine whether
the measured diameter was in the customer’s specification. Therefore, the researcher
chose to use Classical Gage R&R (Average and Range) method to process the gage R&R
study.
Average and Range Gage R&R Study
As mentioned previously, the purpose of Average and Range (Classical) Gage
R&R study was to estimate the repeatability and reproducibility for a measurement
system. The MSA manual provided a comprehensive and detailed information for the
study, so it was selected as the main reference to conduct the gage R&R study (MSA,
2010, p.103-123). For a study arrangement, the manual suggested ten part samples, three
appraisers, and three test trials per each appraiser in the study. During the test, once
appraiser A completed the first trial, appraiser B and C needed to process their first trials
respectively. For each time of measurement, the appraiser had to write the result on the
data collection sheet. Each appraiser had to process the test independently and could not
see the other inspector’s readings. For analysis of results, the researcher needed to do
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graphical analysis and numerical analysis. The purpose of the graphical analysis was to
screen the data results by using the average and range control charts to find out apparent
special causes of variations. The average chart could detect the variations from appraiserto-appraiser differences and insufficient discrimination of the measurement instrument.
The range control chart could determine if the process was in control. The purpose of
numerical analysis was to “estimate the variation and percent of process variation for the
total measurement system and its components repeatability, reproducibility, and part
variation” (MSA, 2010, p.120).
When the data collection sheet was completed, these values should be calculated
first:
𝑅̿ = average value of all appraisers
XDIFF = difference of average values of all appraisers
Rp = range of part averages
“Gage Repeatability and Reproducibility Report” was then needed for numerical
analysis. The numerical analysis included gage repeatability (equipment variation), gage
reproducibility (appraiser variation), gage repeatability and reproducibility (GRR), part
variation, and total variation:
To calculate the gage repeatability (equipment variation) – EV, the following
equation is used:
EV = 𝑅̿ × K1

(1)

Where K1 is a constant and depends on the number of trials used in the gage study. In this
study, K1 = 0.5908 since the trials number was 3.
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To calculate the gage reproducibility (appraiser variation) – AV, the following
equation was used:
AV = √(𝑋𝐷𝐼𝐹𝐹 × 𝐾2 )2 −

(𝐸𝑉)2

(2)

𝑛𝑟

Where K2 is a constant that depends on the number of appraisers in the gage study. In the
study, K2 = 0.5231 since the number of appraisers was 3, n = number of parts, and r =
number of trials. If the value under square root was negative, the appraiser variation (AV)
defaulted to zero.
To calculate the value of measurement system variation – gage repeatability and
reproducibility (GRR), use the following equation:
GRR = √(𝐸𝑉)2 + (𝐴𝑉)2

(3)

To calculate the part variation (part-to-part; part variation without measurement
variation) (PV), use the equation:
PV = Rp × K3

(4)

Where K3 is a constant that depends on the number of parts used in the gage study. In the
study, K3 = 0.3146 since the number of parts used was ten. Finally, calculate total
variation (TV), using the equation:
TV = √(𝑃𝑉)2 + (𝐺𝑅𝑅)2

(5)

Once the variability of each factor had been determined, the researcher needed to find out
each factor’s percentage of total variation. The purpose of doing so was to determine if
the measurement system was acceptable for intended application (MSA, 2010).
To find each factor’s percentage use the equations below:
%EV = 100 × (EV/TV)

(6)

%AV = 100 × (AV/TV)

(7)
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%GRR = 100 × (GRR/TV)

(8)

%PV = 100× (PV/TV)

(9)

For the final step of numerical analysis, the researcher needed to determine the number of
distinct categories (ndc). The purpose of determining the ndc value was to determine if
the discrimination of the measurement system was acceptable. Generally, if the ndc value
were larger or equal to five, the measurement system had adequate discrimination.
To determine the ndc value, the study used the equation:
ndc = 1.41 × (PV/GRR)

(10)

On the other hand, the MSA manual also provided the standards of evaluating the
reliability of the measurement system based on the calculation and graphical results.
Therefore, a researcher could infer the causes of measurement system’s variations. For
standards of the calculation results, there are three criteria:
Criteria one.
If the Repeatability (EV) is large compared to Reproducibility (AV), the reasons
may be:


The instrument needs maintenance.



The gage may need to be redesigned to be more rigid.



The clamping or location for gaging needs to be improved.



There is excessive within-part variation.
The within-part variation would be one significant source of variation. According

to MSA, the within-part variation encountered as the examples included “roundness
(circular run out), concentricity, taper, flatness, profile, cylindricity, etc” (MSA, 2010,
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p.167). However, the dimension’s property in this research did not conform to the above
examples. Therefore, the within-part variation was omitted.
If the Reproducibility (AV) is large compared to Repeatability (EV), the reasons
may be:


Appraiser needs to be better trained in how to use and read the gage instrument.



Calibration on the gage dial is not clear.
Criteria two.
Ranges of gage repeatability and reproducibility (GRR) percentage for

measurement system acceptability:


If the %GRR < 10%, the measurement system is acceptable.



If the 10% < %GRR < 30%, the measurement system is acceptable depending on
the importance of application, cost of measurement device, cost of repair, and
other factors.



If the %GRR > 30%, the measurement system is considered unacceptable that
should be improved.
Criteria three.



The number of distinct categories (ndc) value should be greater than or equal to 5.
If not, the measurement system has inadequate discrimination.
For graphical results, according to the MSA manual (MSA, 2010, p.106-109), the

standards of average chart and range control chart are shown below:
Average chart. The average chart helped to determine the gage repeatability of
the appraisers on the same part sample. If the measurement system had adequate effective
resolution and could provide useful information for analyzing and controlling the process,
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more than half of the averages had to fall outside of the control limits. Otherwise, the
measurement system was considered to have inadequate usability to detect part-to-part
variation. (MSA, 2010, p.107). The control limits were based on the average range that
was based on the repeatability error. Therefore, if too many averages were in the control
limits, the repeatability of the measurement system was unacceptable.
Range control chart. The range control chart helped determine statistical control
with respect to reproducibility and consistency of the measurement process between
appraisers for each part (MSA, 2010, p.109). If there were too many ranges out of the
control limit, it could be inferred that the process was out of control and all appraisers did
not have agreement with each other. If all appraisers had some of the ranges out of
control, it could be inferred that the measurement system was sensitive to appraisers’
technique and should be improved. If one appraiser’s ranges were out of control, it could
be inferred that this appraiser’s method was different with the others. If all the ranges
were in control, it could be inferred that the process was in control and the appraisers
were fully trained and had excellent agreement with each other.
The purpose of the review of literature was to gather appropriate information from
different topics as the base of knowledge for this research study. According to the review,
different companies with unique backgrounds have successfully achieved desired goals
by implementing the Six Sigma methodology of DMAIC as a continuous improvement
method. The review showed that Six Sigma methodology was an effective and practical
tool for this research study and that it defines root causes. Through knowing the sources
of variations from reviewing the measurement system analysis, this study could
underscore the importance and effectiveness of using gage R&R method. Through the
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review of different gage R&R methods, a decision was made to choose Classical Gage
R&R (Average and Range) method for the gage R&R study in this research. Finally, the
researcher reviewed the guidelines for processing a gage R&R study. The various topics
in the literature review contained the necessary information needed to conduct the
research study properly.
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Methodology
As mentioned previously, the researcher applied Six Sigma methodology as the
frame work to conduct this research. The methodology section is outlined in the order of
the Define, Measure, Analysis, Improve, and Control (DMAIC) process. Table 1 briefly
describes the content of the DMAIC process of the research.
Table 1
The DMAIC Process Route & Content of the Research

Number Procedure Name

Purpose

Main Activities

1

Define

Defined all the
research aspects to
set the scope of the
research and
identified the
research objectives.

Define the research problem.
Define the research missions and
objectives.
Define the product.
Define the measurement system.
Define the measurement process.

2

Measure

Conducted
experiments to
measure the product
samples for data
collection.

Experiment Preparations:
• experimental site preparation
• experimental material preparation
• experimental material preparation
• experimental arrangement
preparation
Conducted the Experiments
Collected the Data

3

Analysis

Found out the root
cause of the
erroneous
measurements.

Numerical Analysis
Graphical Analysis
Root Cause Analysis
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4

Improve

5

Control

Corrected the
erroneous
measurements and
improved the
measurement
system's
performance.

Repaired the abnormal gage
instrument.

Maintained the
improved
measurement
system.

Revised the maintenance control
plan.
Revised the quality control plan.
Re-inspected the other three air
gage systems except modified air
gage system.

Re-verified the abnormal gage
instrument.

Define
Define the research problem. Knowing the research study’s problem was
essential for the researcher to understand the scope and objective of the research study.
According to the customers’ complaint, the problem was the customers had received a
large number of nonconforming rear cover products from company T. The
nonconforming products’ inner sealed bore diameters were out of the customers’
specifications. More precisely, according to the research’s point, the problem was the
company T’s measurement system(s) was/were not reliable for measuring the rear cover
product’s sealed inner bore diameter.
Define the research missions and objectives. Once the research problem was
known, the following missions and objectives were directed to the problem.
Missions. This research had two missions:
1. To find the root causes of the measurement system(s) issue as it could not
correctly and accurately measure the rear cover product’s sealed inner bore
diameter.
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2. Correct the measurement system(s) issue to eliminate the erroneous
measurements and to stop shipping the nonconforming rear covers products to the
customers.
Objectives. In order to successfully conduct this research, defining the objectives
was an effective method to reference every aspect of the research. The objectives in this
research included:
1. Experimental objectives. There were a series of necessary experiments conducted
in this research. Essential experiment environmental conditions had to be set
properly to ensure the accuracy of the experiments. All the rear cover product
samples and air gage systems must be available and properly set up as the
experimental requirements. In addition, the researcher needed to properly
organize and arrange the experiments in order to achieve the experimental
expectations.
2. Organizational objectives. The researcher was the experiments’ conductor and
each inspector was responsible for the assigned experiment missions delivered by
the researcher. Meanwhile, all the inspectors had to obey the researcher’s
experimental arrangement and honestly record measurement results so that the
experimental results reflected the actual situation.
3. Technical objectives. The researcher needed to ensure the software tools for data
collection and data analysis were suitable and reliable.
Define the product. The analyzed product in the research was called the
transmission rear cover. Company T supplied this product to two different customers:
customer A and customer G. Company T’s rear cover product had four different types
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that were supplied for customer A and G in two different types, respectively. The
diameter of the sealed inner bore of all the four rear cover product types had the same
customer specification: 84.9525 ± 0.0125mm. Figure 1 shows customer A’s type of
completed assembled transmission product line drawing:

Figure 1. Customer A’s assembled transmission product drawing.
From Figure 1, the rear cover is the front part shown with the output speed sensor hole
and the transmission’s main shaft through the sealed inner bore. Figure 2 shows the
actual rear cover product supplied for customer A.
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Figure 2. A type of the rear cover product of the customer A.
The sealed inner bore can be seen as the sealed smooth surface at the deepest position of
the part in Figure 2.
Define the measurement system. The measurement system in the research was
“Mahr Millimar S 1840 PE” air gage system (see Figure 3). There were four air gages
used in the experiments.

Figure 3. One Mahr Millimar S 1840 PE air gage system product example (Mahr, 2015).
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The air gage system has two main components: the display/control set and the air probe.
The display/control set includes a three-color illuminated LED bar graph, a LED display,
and a control panel. Figure 4 shows the air gage system’s display/control set:

Figure 4. Mahr Millimar S 1840 PE air gage system display/control set (Mahr, 2015).
The three-color illuminated bar graph is an auxiliary prompt meter with programmable
warning and tolerance limits. Once exceeding the limits, the LED bar graph changes the
color from green to yellow or red, indicating an invalid measure. This color change
prompts the user to repeat the measurement. The LED display illustrates the actual
measuring result in data. The control panel has six functional control buttons used for
controlling the gage system’s functional mode and measurement settings. The air probe
(see Figure 5) is used for measuring the diameter of the sealed inner bore, and the probe
is connected with the display/control set by a jet probe assembly (see Figure 6).

Figure 5. Air probe with handle (Western Gage Corporation (WGC), 2015).
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Figure 6. Jet probe assembly (Mahr, 2015).
The display/control set is connected with an air valve interface. Once the air pneumatic
valve is opened, the air flows through the jet probe assembly to the probe and released
from the air gage nozzle. During measuring, the released air impacts the inner bore
surface and forms back pressure that is detected by the air probe (see Figure 7).

Figure 7. The probe detects the back pressure impacted by the inner bore surface (WGC,
2015).
The air gage readout (air comparator) then senses the back pressure and displays the
diameter of the sealed inner bore on the LED display.
Define the measurement process. The process of measuring the diameter of
sealed inner bore is relatively simple. After pressing the start button on the control panel,
the inspector needs to reset the air gage system such that the LED displayed value is zero
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before measuring. The inspector then processes measuring by following the steps in the
following order:
1. Ensures that the air gage nozzle releases airflow steadily.
2. Holds the probe handle and puts the probe into the inner bore slowly.
3. Releases the probe handle and watches the three-color illuminated LED bar graph
until the color turns green.
4. Reads the value on the LED display and records the value on the data collection
sheet.
5. Returns the probe back into the probe base after measurement.
If the value is not within the customer’s specification, the inspector needs to mark the
part and put it into the reject basket. The Figure 8 shows the measuring steps using
images:

Figure 8. The measurement process of the air gage system.
Measure
This section describes the measurement procedure used for the experiments. Four
air gages were used to conduct four measurement experiments. The MSA manual was
used as the reference to arrange and process the experiments.
Experiment preparation. The experiments were prepared properly before
conducting the experiments in order to obtain accurate and reliable experiment results.
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Experimental site preparation. All the experiments were conducted in company
T’s products laboratory. This was done to ensure professional competence, performance
security, and the safety of the experimental environment.
Experimental material preparation. There were four air gage systems used in the
experiments. Since the four air gage systems were all used for measuring the rear cover
products the study needed to analyze whether one or more than one air gage systems was
abnormal. The four gage systems were marked as A, B, C, and D, so they would not be
confused during the experiments. There were ten rear cover product samples to be
measured in the experiments. Those samples included all four different product types
returned from the customers. The ten samples were of known condition and included five
good parts and five defective parts, because these ten samples had been verified and
returned by the customers.
Experimental arrangement preparation. Three inspectors were selected for the
air gage inspection from three different shift hours to participate in each experiment. The
inspectors were assigned to the experiments by the quality manager of company T. Each
inspector was selected randomly from four inspectors of each shift hour. This was done
because the products were shipped to the customers throughout the three shift production
hours. The inspectors were named as inspector A, B, and C during the experiments. Each
experiment used only one air gage system and all four experiments measured the same
ten rear cover product samples. Before the first experiment, the samples were classified
into two groups: five samples were good products, and the other five samples were
defective products. The good products were marked from 1-5, and the defective samples
were marked from 6-10. There was no difference to affect the experiments’ results if the
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samples were randomly arranged. The researcher by doing this was to distinguish the
good and defective products easily.
Experiment procedures. Following the procedures as recommended by the
literature, the researcher applied the Average and Range Gage R&R method to conduct
the experiments, and all the experiments were conducted on signal shift. The detailed
experimental procedures follow:
1. Inspector A was the first appraiser to measure the rear cover product samples by
following the air gage measurement procedures. Each inspector needed to clearly
record the measurement result every time on the data collection sheet after each
measurement.
2. Each inspector had three trials in each experiment, and all ten samples needed to
be measured in each trial. Once inspector A completed the first trial, inspector B
began to process the first trial, then inspector C when inspector B completed.
3. When the three inspectors completed the first trial, the inspector A started the
second trial. When all the inspectors completed the second trial, the inspector A
started the third trial. In order to reflect the objectivity of experiment, the samples
were presented in a different order for each trial.
The first experiment used air gage system A to measure the product samples, then air
gage B, C, and D were used respectively in the next three experiments. During each
experiment, each inspector had to process the measurement independently and could not
see each other’s readings. When the inspectors completed all four experiments, the
researcher then collected and recorded the data to make four different Excel sheets (see
Appendix A) for the experiments.
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Analysis
The analysis phase was the key section in the research. The purpose of the
analysis phase was to find out the root cause of the research problem. After data
collection, the data was analyzed using two approaches: numerical analysis and graphical
analysis.
Numerical analysis. The purpose of the numerical analysis was to estimate the
variation and percent of process variation for the measurement system and its
components of repeatability, reproducibility, and part variation. First, values were
calculated as shown below:
𝑅̿ = average value of all appraisers
XDIFF = difference of average values of all appraisers
Rp = range of part averages
Next, the following were calculated: gage repeatability (equipment variation) (EV), gage
reproducibility (appraiser variation) (AV), gage repeatability and reproducibility (GRR),
part variation (PV), total variation (TV), number of distinct categories (ndc), and the
percentage of each factor. A summary of all the formulas used are listed below and match
the equation numbers listed in the review of literature.
EV = 𝑅̿ × K1
AV = √(𝑋𝐷𝐼𝐹𝐹 × 𝐾2 )2 −

(1)
(𝐸𝑉)2

(2)

𝑛𝑟

GRR = √(𝐸𝑉)2 + (𝐴𝑉)2

(3)

PV = Rp × K3

(4)

TV = √(𝑃𝑉)2 + (𝐺𝑅𝑅)2

(5)
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%EV = 100 × (EV/TV)

(6)

%AV = 100 × (AV/TV)

(7)

%GRR = 100 × (GRR/TV)

(8)

%PV = 100 × (PV/TV)

(9)

ndc = 1.41 × (PV/GRR)

(10)

Based on the results of the experiments, the researcher made a “Gage Repeatability and
Reproducibility Report” for each experiment (see Appendix B).
Graphical analysis. The researcher also made the graphical analysis by plotting
the average and range control charts for all the air gage systems based on the measured
results. The average chart helps determine if a gage system was repeatable to produce
consistent results by the same inspector for each part. The range control chart helps
determine a gage system’s capability of statistical control with respect to reproducibility
and consistency of the measurement process between appraisers for each part.
Root cause analysis. Once completing the numerical and graphical analysis, the
researcher then processed the root cause analysis based on the findings from the
numerical and graphical analysis. During the root cause analysis, the researcher
determined the suspect gage system(s) and sources of variations that caused the erroneous
measurements. Therefore, the researcher could find the root cause.
Improve
Once the root cause had been found, the researcher could correct the erroneous
measurements and improve the suspect gage system(s)’s reliability. The researcher then
needed to re-verify the reliability of the modified gage system(s).
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Control
If the modified gage system(s) successfully fulfilled expectations, the researcher
would process the actions on the air gage system’s quality and management control
system.
The detailed procedures, findings, and results of the analysis, improve and control
phases are presented in the next chapter.
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Findings and Results
Numerical Analysis Findings
According to the data collection sheets, the researcher found that the air gage
system B’s measured results were inconsistent with the known samples’ results. The
other three air gage systems’ measured results were consistent with the known samples’
results. For gage system B, three out of five good samples were defined as defective, and
two out of the five defective samples were defined as good. By reviewing the GRR
reports of the four gage systems, the researcher found the air gage system B’s GRR report
results were abnormal compared with the other three reports results. The GRR value of
the gage system B was 81.4%, which was unacceptable according to the AIAG standards.
The other three gage systems’ GRR reports results showed their GRR values were
acceptable, being smaller than 10%. Moreover, air gage system B’s repeatability was far
greater than its reproducibility. For the other three air gage systems, their repeatability
values were all greater than their reproducibility values, but both of the values were
smaller than 10%, which indicated their impacts were negligible. In addition, air gage
system B’s ndc value was smaller than five. As having been mentioned in the literature
review, the purpose of determining the ndc value was to determine if the discrimination
of the measurement system was acceptable. Based on the AIAG standard, if the ndc value
were larger or equal to five, the measurement system had adequate discrimination.
Therefore, air gage system B had inadequate discrimination.
Graphical Analysis Findings
Based on the measured results, the researcher also needed to make average and
range control charts for each experiment. The average chart could detect the variations
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from appraiser-to-appraiser differences and insufficient discrimination of the
measurement instrument. The range control chart could determine if the process was in
control.
The first experiment’s average and range control chart is shown below in Figures 9 and
10:

Figure 9. Average chart of the first experiment.

Figure 10. Range control chart of the first experiment.
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The second experiment’s average and range control chart is shown in Figures 11 and 12:

Figure 11. Average chart of the second experiment.

Figure 12. Range control chart of the second experiment.
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The third experiment’s average and range control chart is shown in Figures 13 and 14:

Figure 13. Average chart of the third experiment.

Figure 14. Range control chart of the third experiment.
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The fourth experiment’s average and range control chart is shown in Figures 15 and 16:

Figure 15. Average chart of the fourth experiment.

Figure 16. Range control chart of the fourth experiment.
As mentioned previously, the researcher found the GRR report results from the
second experiment using gage B were abnormal compared with the other experiments.
By comparing the average and range control charts of the four experiments, the
researcher also found the second experiment’s charts showed anomalies. The average
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chart (Figure 11) showed all the averages were in the area of control limits, while almost
all the averages of the other experiments were out of the control limits. According to the
literature, if the averages were in the area of control limits, the researcher could infer that
air gage system B had inadequate usability to detect part-to-part variation. This was an
undesirable situation since control limits depend on the repeatability error, but the partto-part variation in this case was less than the variation due to the repeatability error. It
would mean that air gage system B was not repeatable as its repeatability error was too
large, making its variability inconsistent.
Upon further investigation, the researchers found the three average plots’ shape
were similar with each other. This indicated no appraiser-to-appraiser differences were
readily apparent. The second experiment’s range control chart also confirmed this. The
range control chart showed all the ranges were in the control limit, meaning the
inspectors had adequate process measurement consistency between each other on the
same product samples. Therefore, combining the findings from the air gage system B’s
GRR report with the findings from the average and range control charts, the researcher
summarized the following reasons that the air gage system B was suspect:


The air gage system B’s data collection sheet showed the measured results were
inconsistent with the known diameter results.



The air gage system B’s GRR report showed the repeatability was far greater than
the reproducibility and its GRR value was unacceptable. Moreover, the gage
system’s ndc value was smaller than five.



The air gage system B’s average chart showed the measurement system had
inadequate effective resolution for processes with variation described by the
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product samples. The range control chart showed the process was in control, and
inspectors had consistent measurement process. The air gage system B had
inadequate repeatability.


Except for air gage system B, the other air gage systems did not exhibit any
abnormal results from the data collection sheets and GRR reports. The average
and range control charts also confirmed that these air gage systems had adequate
reliabilities.

Additionally, according to the findings from the GRR reports and charts, all the air gage
systems’ reproducibility (appraiser variation) was excellent, making the inspectors a
negligible source of variation. Even though air gage system B was marked as suspect, it
still reported insignificant appraiser-to-appraiser differences in the range control chart
with appropriate reproducibility in the GRR report. The researcher then could determine
that the inspectors were not a significant source of variation that impacted the
measurement system’s variability. They were fully trained in how to measure the product
samples and record the results correctly. Therefore, the researcher would ascertain that
the causes of the erroneous measurements from the air gage system B were related to the
gage instrument.
Root Cause Analysis
Based on the numerical and graphical analysis results, the researcher focused on
analyzing the air gage system B. Because of the unacceptable GRR value and
reproducibility, according to the AIAG standard, the reasons might include:


The instrument needed maintenance.



The gage may need to be redesigned to be more rigid.
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The clamping or location for gauging needed to be improved.



There was excessive within-part variation.

In order to find out the air gage system B’s causes of unreliability, the researcher
conducted detailed inspection for the air gage instrument based on the reasons listed
above successively.
The instrument needed maintenance. This would be a possible reason why the
gage instrument could not accurately and correctly measure the part’s actual dimension.
In fact, the company T had an appropriate maintenance schedule for the air gage
instruments. The schedule was made based on the instrument producer’s technical
guidance. Except the problematic gage system B, the other three gage systems were in the
proper conditions. Moreover, since the company T purchased the air gage instruments, all
the systems had been performing properly until the complaints made by the customers
this time. Therefore, it was possible that gage system B needed detailed inspection not at
the maintenance level, but at the theoretical and physical level. The theoretical inspection
was to understand and review the air gage’s working principles that could help the
researcher define the root cause based on the air gage’s original design concepts. The
physical inspection was to inspect the abnormal air gage’s internal components so that to
determine whether the root cause from any damaged parts.
The gage may need to be redesigned to be more rigid. This reason could be
disregarded because the instrument itself was particularly designed to the customers’
specifications. Moreover, the instrument was rigidly designed with adequate tolerance to
possess sufficient capability for measuring the sealed inner bore diameter precisely and
accurately.
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The clamping or location for gaging needed to be improved. Based on the
research’s circumstance, this reason could be also disregarded. The air gage system did
not need clamping for measurement and company T designed the gaging location as an
independent inspection station that was sufficient to meet the gaging inspection needs.
There was excessive within-part variation. According to the literature, the
researcher omitted within-part variation based on the dimension’s property. On the other
hand, the results from the other gage systems also showed no excessive within-part
variation based on the same product samples. Therefore, the researcher excluded this
reason.
By screening the above possible reasons, the researcher determined that the gage
instrument B needed maintenance, and conducted a detailed inspection for air gage
system B at the theoretical and physical level. An understanding of the air gage
instrument’s work principle and internal structure was needed. The Figure 17 shows the
air gage system’s block diagram and details its work principle and process.

Figure 17. Air gage system block diagram (WGC, 2015).
The block diagram shows the instrument construction and work procedure. The air passes
through the air filter and the pressure is adjusted by the pressure regulator to the
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operating pressure. The flow restrictor is a component to control the input air flow from
the pressure regulator and output air flow to the air gage probe. There is one pressure
transducer unit on both sides of the flow restrictor. The unit before the flow restrictor
detects the input air flow pressure and transmits the electric signal to the microprocessor.
The unit after the flow restrictor measures the back pressure formed by the air gage
nozzle and transmits the electric signal to the microprocessor. The microprocessor is the
core component of the gage system. It can process the pressure signals from the actual
sealed inner bore diameter and shows the data result on the LCD display. Moreover, in
order to best accurately measure the inner sealed bore diameter, the microprocessor also
compares and calculates the pressure signals from both sides of the flow restrictor and
regulates the flow restrictor to control the input and output air flow rate based on the
designed setting.
Through a detailed inspection for the suspected air gage instrument, a root cause
was found for the erroneous measurements. There was unbalanced pressure between the
input and output airflow due to a leak on the jet probe assembly (see Figure 6). The air
flow in the jet probe assembly is the air flow after the flow restrictor as shown in Figure
17. The leak was located on the joint between the top of the probe assembly (AA-1-3 in
Figure 6) and the rubber tube. Because of the leak, the air pressure after the restrictor was
less than the pressure before the restrictor. In this case, the flow restrictor was regulated
by the microprocessor to increase the output flow rate to balance the input flow rate. As
mentioned previously, the air flowed through the probe assembly and released from the
air probe nozzle. The air flow then impacted the inner bore surface and formed back
pressure that was detected by the pressure transducer on the right. However, since the
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output air flow rate was increased by the restrictor, the back pressure’s fluctuate range
exceeded the designed range. This excessive pressure fluctuate range interfered with the
pressure transducer located after the flow restrictor and transmitted an improper pressure
signal to the microprocessor. Because of the improper pressure signal from the
transducer, the microprocessor had to readjust the default system tolerance to meet the
designed program setting. As the result, the product’s sealed inner bore’s specification
measured by the air gage system was out of the range of the customer’s specification.
More precisely, the air gage probe had undesirable accuracy to form the back pressure
and made the microprocessor incorrectly process the improper pressure signal to the
actual data. Therefore, the air gage system B could not accurately and correctly measure
the rear cover’s sealed inner bore diameter. If a diameter was out of the customer’s
specification, the diameter result measured by the problematic gage might be in the
customer’s specification. Similarly, if a diameter was in the customer’s specification, the
diameter result measured by the problematic gage might be out of the customer’s
specification. This also could be seen in the air gage system B’s measuring results.
Consequently, the erroneous measurements occurred and company T shipped the
defective rear cover products to the customers.
Improve the Problematic Gage System
Once the researcher defined the root cause, correction of the problematic air gage
system would improve the measurement system’s performance. The researcher also
needed to conduct the same gage R&R study experiment as the previous procedure to
determine whether the measurement system achieved the expected results after
modifying.
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Based on the root cause findings, a new AA-1-3 probe assembly was installed and
reconnected with the rubber tube. The researcher then used a pressure checking
instrument to check whether the pressures in the two sides of the restrictor were balanced.
Once balance pressures was ensured in the two sides, the researcher then conducted the
same gage R&R study on the repaired air gage system. The gage R&R data collection
sheet and report results are shown in Appendix, and the average and range control chart
of the repaired air gage system B are shown in Figures 18 and 19.

Figure 18. Average chart of the repaired air gage system B.
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Figure 19. Range control chart of the repaired air gage system B.
The average and range control chart showed that the repaired air gage system B had a
greatly improved performance. From the average chart, it could be seen that most of the
averages were out of the area of limits. It would mean that the repaired air gage system B
had appropriate repeatability error to detect part-to-part variation. Moreover, it also
showed that the measurement system had sufficient discrimination and appraiser-toappraiser differences were not apparent. The range control chart showed that the process
was under control and the measurement process between each appraiser for each sample
was consistent. The repaired air gage system B’s measured results were consistent with
the known actual diameter results. Meanwhile, the gage R&R report also confirmed the
repaired gage system B was reliable. The GRR value was smaller than 10% and the gage
system’s repeatability was in the acceptable range. Additionally, the ndc value was
greater than five showed the gage system had proper discrimination.
Management and Quality System Control
Once the air gage system B had been successfully repaired and re-verified, the
researcher confirmed that the measurement system was reliable for measuring the rear
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cover’s sealed inner bore diameter correctly and accurately. By reviewing the procedures
of defining and correcting the erroneous measurements the following actions were taken
related to the air gage system.
Revised the maintenance control plan. The maintenance control plan introduced
when and how to maintain the air gage instrument based on the user’s manual. However,
this research study indicated maintenance based on the user manual was unpredictable.
Therefore, content was added to the maintenance schedule instruction about how to
verify and ensure the air gage system’s pressure balance. In addition, the researcher
added the research study to the rear cover’s Failure Mode and Effects Analysis (FMEA)
quality control section. By implementing these actions, the risk of the similar incidents
was reduced for the future.
Revised the quality control plan. During the research, the abnormality of the air
gage system was unknown. The products measured did not specifically indicate problem
with the air gage system. Therefore, researcher revised the rear cover product’s quality
control plan to emphasize the importance and necessity of noting the air gage system’s
identification number after each measurement.
Re-inspected the other three air gage systems. Except for gage system B, the
other three air gage systems were certified reliable and in good condition by the
experiments results. This was determined through detailed inspections of the other gage
systems.
Results
After completing the Six Sigma procedure, the performance of the rear cover
sealed inner bore’s measurement system improved. Customer feedback two months after
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the research indicated no further nonconforming product due to rear cover sealed inner
bore measurement. The customers were satisfied with most of the shipped rear cover
products after the research. Table 2 shows the comparison related to several different
aspects before and after the gage analysis.
Table 2
Comparison of Quality, Cost, and Time Before and After Gage Analysis
Item

Before GRR Study
(Two Months)

After GRR Study
(Two Months)

Overall accuracy rate of
the four measurement
systems

83.50%

99.999999%

Quantity of the defective
products with
unacceptable sealed
inner bore diameter
shipped to customers

564

0

Quantity of the defective
products shipped to
customers (all defects)

569

5

Average delivery time

one week

three days

Total delivery cost

$145,000

$78,000

Total labor cost

$164,000

$76,000

Total third-party sorting
cost

$145,000

$0

Total product
replacement cost

$84,000

$2,000

According Table 2, each measured item has improved after the research. By improving
the reliability of the rear cover sealed inner bore’s measurement systems, company T
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saved time and costs. In addition, the measurement systems were capable to guarantee no
defective product with unacceptable sealed inner bore diameter shipped to the customers.
In addition, according to the company T’s financial report, the company spent
approximately $597,000 over two months before the study dealing with the customers’
complaints, but spent approximately $215,000 in two months after the study for
necessary expenses. Therefore, the company saved approximately $382,000 after the
study. This also can be calculated by using all the costs before the study subtract all the
costs after the study shown in Table 2.
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Conclusion
According to the results of the study, the researcher successfully achieved the
purposes of the study. Through applying the Six Sigma methodology and gage R&R
technique, the researcher found out the root cause of the erroneous measurements of the
rear cover’s sealed inner bore diameter: due to a leak on the jet probe assembly of an air
gage instrument caused the erroneous measurements. The researcher also repaired the
problematic air gage instrument to correct and eliminate the erroneous measurements to
obtain the measurement results within the customer’s specification. In addition, the
success of the study illustrated the adequate effectiveness and practicability of Six Sigma
methodology in improving measurement systems, and illustrated that gage R&R
technique is fulfilling for evaluating and verifying measurement systems.
Hypothesis Conclusions
From the research, the following conclusion can be made regarding the stated
hypotheses.
Hypothesis 1. The inspectors were fully trained in how to use and read the air
gage instruments, but the air gage systems were unreliable. The gage repeatability value
was larger than the gage reproducibility value. The gage R&R would not capable of
meeting the customer’s specification.
The circumstance of air gage system B before repair confirmed the hypothesis 1.
Therefore, the research accepted hypothesis 1 as true.
Hypothesis 2. The inspectors were less trained in how to use and read the air gage
instruments and the air gage systems were reliable. The gage reproducibility value was
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larger than the gage repeatability value. The gage R&R would not be capable of meeting
the customer’s specification.
There was no circumstance that confirmed the hypothesis 2 in the research since
there was no appraiser-to-appraiser difference based on the experimental results that
illustrated no evidence that the inspectors were less trained. Therefore, the researcher
rejected hypothesis 2.
Hypothesis 3. The air gage systems were reliable and the inspectors were fully
trained in how to use and read the air gage instruments. The gage R&R would be capable
of meeting the customer’s specification.
There was no circumstance that confirmed the hypothesis 3 in the research. The
study found that the air gage system was unreliable. It was fixed after the DMAIC but the
hypothesis was regarding the measurement system before the DMAIC. Therefore, the
researcher rejected hypothesis 3.
Hypothesis 4. The air gage systems were not reliable and the inspectors were not
fully trained in how to use and read the air gage instruments. The gage R&R would not
be capable of meeting the customer’s specification.
There was no evidence that confirmed both conditions of the hypothesis 4 in the
research. Therefore, the researcher rejected hypothesis 4.
Therefore, according to the research results, Hypothesis 1 was defined as true and
the other hypothesis were rejected.
Suggestions for Future Research
According to the results of study, utilizing the proper quality methodology and
technique legitimately can help a manufacture improve and optimize a product’s
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measurement system effectively. The results also shows that a gage instrument’s
accuracy is essential in determining whether a product’s dimension within the customer’s
specification. A gage instrument’s accurate determination guarantees the manufacturer
delivers eligible products to the customers. In addition, massive production is the
common trend in current automotive manufacturing, which emphasizes the significance
of the gage instrument’s accuracy. As shown in the study, inadequate gage accuracy
caused severe consequences to the manufacturer. Therefore, how to maintain a gage
instrument’s accuracy is a top priority for a manufacturer’s quality control system.
In order to achieve high yield and efficient approaches in modern automated
production, traditional measurement methods, such as manual measurements, are
gradually becoming obsolete. Rapid and accurate measurement methods are more
effective and a measurement system with accurate and automated measuring instruments
is preferred. These types of measuring instruments can shorten the measurement time and
improve the measurement accuracy rate. In this case, the role of human is no longer to be
crucial in the actual measurement process, which human influence in such measurement
system is less than the measuring instruments. Therefore, measurement results more
depend on the measuring instruments in current measurement systems. It can be seen
from the study that measurement results were produced by the gage instrument, and the
inspectors verified products based on the results.
Future research should consider measurement methods and measuring instruments
to be suitable for a specific product and production mode. As the industrial technology
continues to improve, the future manufacturing development will trend toward the
direction of intelligent and personalized. Traditional automated production mode for
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mass producing a signal type of product will be replaced by diversity and flexible
production mode for fulfilling product customization needs (Pye, 2014). It is an
unprecedented challenge for manufacturers to seek effective measurement strategies and
instruments to ensure the quality of future products. Therefore, further research should
search for measurement strategies and instruments base on the standards and
requirements of intelligent and personalized products. Moreover, the researcher needs to
strengthen the knowledge related to future products and producing methods.
According to company T’s production plan, the rear cover products supplied to
the customers will become more diverse within the next three years. Along with the
increase in rear cover product types, different customers’ specifications of the rear cover
sealed inner bore sizes will be also changed based on requirements. Further research
should be conducted based on the current air gage systems and measurement strategy to
satisfy new customers’ requirements in the future.
From the research, it can be seen that the measuring instrument progressively
occupies the significant position of a measurement system in current manufacturing field.
The measuring instrument can become a major source of variation in the measurement
system. Consequently, automating the measuring instrument may cause serious
consequences and huge losses. As shown in the research, due to the inadequate reliability
of company T’s air gage measurement system, the company suffered losses in time and
profit. It also negatively impacted the customers’ confidence and expectations of
company T’s products.
Based on the reasons described above, the second suggestion for future research is
how to maintain the reliability of a measurement system to ensure the accuracy of a
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measuring instrument. The innovative and advanced measuring instruments have greatly
improved the measurement speed and simplified the measurement procedure, but have
also increased the maintenance difficulty and cost. Future research should consider
formulating a control plan for the operative maintenance and effective failure analysis of
the measurement instruments. This future research should focus not only on the rear
cover products of company T, but for all the other product types. The researcher needs to
consider the systematic control and analysis for company T’s future products’
measurement systems.
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Appendix A: Gage R&R Data Collection Sheets
The data collection sheet of the first experiment.
Product:
Part Description:
Characterisitc:
Specification:

Rear Cover
Transmission Rear Cover
Sealed Inner Bore Diameter
84.9525 +/- 0.0125 (mm)
No. Appraisers:

Gage Name:
Gage No.:
Gage Type:

3

Air Gauge
Air Gauge - A
Variable Gage

No. Samples:

Date:
Performed By:

10

No. Trials:

10/16/14
Inspector A, B, and C

3

Part
Trial #
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
1
84.9575 84.9483 84.9624 84.9544 84.9423 84.7452 84.8856 84.7362 84.6954 84.8067
2
84.9584 84.9509 84.9596 84.9568 84.9479 84.7499 84.8799 84.7396 84.6879 84.8105
3
84.9602 84.9496 84.9552 84.9596 84.9460 84.7482 84.8806 84.7421 84.6901 84.8118
Average 84.959 84.950 84.959 84.957 84.945 84.748 84.882 84.739 84.691 84.810
Range
0.003
0.003
0.007
0.005
0.006
0.005
0.006
0.006
0.008
0.005

AvgA1 =
AvgA2 =
AvgA3 =
AvgAn =
AvgRAn =

Average
84.863
84.864
84.864
84.864
0.005

B

1
84.9574 84.9488 84.9630 84.9578 84.9493 84.7503 84.8790 84.7386 84.6967 84.8127
2
84.9563 84.9498 84.9599 84.9603 84.9425 84.7479 84.8873 84.7432 84.6849 84.8169
3
84.9554 84.9523 84.9571 84.9635 84.9501 84.7461 84.8851 84.7488 84.6914 84.8059
Average 84.956 84.950 84.960 84.961 84.947 84.748 84.884 84.744 84.691 84.812
Range
0.002
0.003
0.006
0.006
0.008
0.004
0.008
0.010
0.012
0.011

AvgB1 =
AvgB2 =
AvgB3 =
AvgBn =
AvgRBn =

84.865
84.865
84.866
84.865
0.007

C

1
84.9588 84.9512 84.9638 84.9598 84.9412 84.7477 84.8869 84.7395 84.6924 84.8136
2
84.9559 84.9528 84.9694 84.9524 84.9503 84.7523 84.8899 84.7436 84.6875 84.8175
3
84.9568 84.9558 84.9625 84.9518 84.9483 84.7549 84.8883 84.7478 84.6935 84.8206
Average 84.957 84.953 84.965 84.955 84.947 84.752 84.888 84.744 84.691 84.817
Range
0.003
0.005
0.007
0.008
0.009
0.007
0.003
0.008
0.006
0.007

AvgC1 =
AvgC2 =
AvgC3 =
AvgCn =
AvgRCn =

84.865
84.867
84.868
84.867
0.006

AvgABC =
RABC=

84.865
0.270

AvgRABC =

0.006

AvgABC_Diff =

0.003

UCLR =
(based on D4)

0.016

Appraiser
A

Part Average 84.957

AvgRAn =
Max AvgXn =

84.951

0.005 AvgRBn=
84.867

84.961

84.957

0.007 AvgRCn =

Max AvgXn =

84.946

84.749

0.006

84.885

Appraisers =

84.864
Trials
2
3
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D4
3.270
2.580

84.742

3

84.691

84.813

The data collection sheet of the second experiment.
Product:
Part Description:
Characterisitc:
Specification:

Rear Cover
Transmission Rear Cover
Sealed Inner Bore Diameter
84.9525 +/- 0.0125 (mm)
No. Appraisers:

Gage Name:
Gage No.:
Gage Type:

3

Air Gauge
Air Gauge - B
Variable Gage

No. Samples:

Date:
Performed By:

10

No. Trials:

10/16/14
Inspector A, B, and C

3

Part
Trial #
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
1
84.9856 84.9432 84.9624 84.9544 84.9423 84.9452 84.9856 84.9362 84.9454 84.9367
2
84.9767 84.9698 84.9263 84.9269 84.9465 84.9697 84.9896 84.9387 84.9387 84.9378
3
84.9615 84.9852 84.9569 84.9325 84.9556 84.9314 84.9725 84.9202 84.9323 84.9269
Average 84.975 84.966 84.949 84.938 84.948 84.949 84.313 84.932 84.939 84.934
Range
0.024
0.042
0.036
0.028
0.013
0.038
0.017
0.019
0.013
0.011

AvgA1 =
AvgA2 =
AvgA3 =
AvgAn =
AvgRAn =

Average
84.954
84.952
84.948
84.884
0.024

B

1
84.9902 84.9502 84.9701 84.9548 84.9498 84.9501 84.9887 84.9205 84.9323 84.9363
2
84.9785 84.9758 84.9301 84.9205 84.9499 84.9559 84.9405 84.9325 84.9425 84.9225
3
84.9712 84.9906 84.9518 84.9298 84.9615 84.9432 84.9715 84.9358 84.9401 84.9312
Average 84.980 84.972 84.951 84.935 84.954 84.950 84.967 84.930 84.938 84.930
Range
0.019
0.040
0.040
0.034
0.012
0.013
0.048
0.015
0.010
0.014

AvgB1 =
AvgB2 =
AvgB3 =
AvgBn =
AvgRBn =

84.954
84.945
84.953
84.951
0.025

C

1
84.9867 84.9325 84.9623 84.9336 84.9554 84.9426 84.9852 84.9201 84.9487 84.9315
2
84.9974 84.9478 84.9785 84.9626 84.9506 84.9587 84.9715 84.9333 84.9505 84.9269
3
84.9758 84.9754 84.9589 84.9336 84.9498 84.9506 84.9736 84.9321 84.9569 84.9274
Average 84.987 84.952 84.967 84.943 84.952 84.951 84.977 84.929 84.952 84.929
Range
0.022
0.043
0.020
0.029
0.006
0.016
0.014
0.013
0.008
0.005

AvgC1 =
AvgC2 =
AvgC3 =
AvgCn =
AvgRCn =

84.950
84.958
84.953
84.954
0.017

AvgABC =
RABC=

84.929
0.228

AvgRABC =

0.022

AvgABC_Diff =

0.070

UCLR =
(based on D4)

0.057

Appraiser
A

Part Average 84.980

AvgRAn =
Max AvgXn =

84.963

0.024 AvgRBn=
84.954

84.955

84.939

0.025 AvgRCn =

Max AvgXn =

84.951

84.950

0.017

84.752

Appraisers =

84.884
Trials
2
3
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D4
3.270
2.580

84.930

3

84.943

84.931

The data collection sheet of the third experiment.
Product:
Part Description:
Characterisitc:
Specification:

Rear Cover
Transmission Rear Cover
Sealed Inner Bore Diameter
84.9525 +/- 0.0125 (mm)
No. Appraisers:

Gage Name:
Gage No.:
Gage Type:

3

Air Gauge
Air Gauge - C
Variable Gage

No. Samples:

Date:
Performed By:

10

No. Trials:

3

10/16/14
Inspector A, B, and C

Part
Appraiser
A

Trial #
1
2
3
Average
Range

1
84.9658
84.9684
84.9702
84.968
0.004

2
84.9572
84.9609
84.9596
84.959
0.004

3
84.9533
84.9596
84.9552
84.956
0.006

4
84.9528
84.9568
84.9596
84.956
0.007

5
84.9403
84.9479
84.9460
84.945
0.008

6
84.7462
84.7499
84.7482
84.748
0.004

7
84.8852
84.8899
84.8806
84.885
0.009

8
84.7432
84.7396
84.7421
84.742
0.004

9
84.6925
84.6879
84.6901
84.690
0.005

10
84.8256
84.8205
84.8218
84.823
0.005

AvgA1 =
AvgA2 =
AvgA3 =
AvgAn =
AvgRAn =

Average
84.866
84.868
84.867
84.867
0.006

B

1
2
3
Average
Range

84.9608
84.9663
84.9654
84.964
0.005

84.9505
84.9498
84.9523
84.951
0.002

84.9615
84.9599
84.9571
84.960
0.004

84.9766
84.9703
84.9835
84.977
0.013

84.9483
84.9425
84.9501
84.947
0.008

84.7528
84.7479
84.7461
84.749
0.007

84.8826
84.8773
84.8851
84.882
0.008

84.7413
84.7432
84.7488
84.744
0.008

84.6896
84.6849
84.6914
84.689
0.007

84.8195
84.8269
84.8159
84.821
0.011

AvgB1 =
AvgB2 =
AvgB3 =
AvgBn =
AvgRBn =

84.868
84.867
84.870
84.868
0.007

C

1
2
3
Average
Range

84.9605
84.9659
84.9668
84.964
0.006

84.9596
84.9528
84.9558
84.956
0.007

84.9673
84.9694
84.9625
84.966
0.007

84.9669
84.9624
84.9618
84.964
0.005

84.9536
84.9503
84.9483
84.951
0.005

84.7585
84.7523
84.7549
84.755
0.006

84.8833
84.8899
84.8883
84.887
0.007

84.7423
84.7436
84.7478
84.745
0.005

84.6894
84.6875
84.6935
84.690
0.006

84.8174
84.8275
84.8106
84.819
0.017

AvgC1 =
AvgC2 =
AvgC3 =
AvgCn =
AvgRCn =

84.870
84.870
84.869
84.870
0.007

Part Average 84.966

84.955

84.961

84.966

84.947

84.751

84.885

84.744

84.690

84.821

AvgABC =
RABC=

84.868
0.276

Appraisers =

3

AvgRABC =

0.007

AvgABC_Diff =

0.002

UCLR =
(based on D4)

0.017

AvgRAn =
Max AvgXn =

0.006 AvgRBn=
84.870

0.007 AvgRCn =
Max AvgXn =

0.007

84.867
Trials
2
3
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D4
3.270
2.580

The data collection sheet of the fourth experiment.
Product:
Part Description:
Characterisitc:
Specification:

Rear Cover
Transmission Rear Cover
Sealed Inner Bore Diameter
84.9525 +/- 0.0125 (mm)
No. Appraisers:

Gage Name:
Gage No.:
Gage Type:

3

Air Gauge
Air Gauge - D
Variable Gage

No. Samples:

Date:
Performed By:

10

No. Trials:

3

10/16/14
Inspector A, B, and C

Part
Appraiser
A

Trial #
1
2
3
Average
Range

1
84.9561
84.9493
84.9538
84.953
0.007

2
84.9688
84.9623
84.9634
84.965
0.007

3
84.9590
84.9571
84.9523
84.956
0.007

4
84.9542
84.9488
84.9491
84.951
0.005

5
84.9493
84.9468
84.9521
84.949
0.005

6
84.7552
84.7526
84.7485
84.752
0.007

7
84.8967
84.8914
84.8939
84.894
0.005

8
84.7487
84.7441
84.7429
84.745
0.006

9
84.7069
84.7015
84.7026
84.704
0.005

10
84.8254
84.8199
84.8224
84.823
0.005

AvgA1 =
AvgA2 =
AvgA3 =
AvgAn =
AvgRAn =

Average
84.872
84.867
84.868
84.869
0.006

B

1
2
3
Average
Range

84.9462
84.9497
84.9536
84.950
0.007

84.9695
84.9621
84.9605
84.964
0.009

84.9654
84.9597
84.9618
84.962
0.006

84.9406
84.9491
84.9476
84.946
0.008

84.9588
84.9535
84.9541
84.955
0.005

84.7526
84.7568
84.7496
84.753
0.007

84.8954
84.8987
84.8908
84.895
0.008

84.7496
84.7439
84.7460
84.747
0.006

84.6956
84.6969
84.7014
84.698
0.006

84.8179
84.8238
84.8246
84.822
0.007

AvgB1 =
AvgB2 =
AvgB3 =
AvgBn =
AvgRBn =

84.869
84.869
84.869
84.869
0.007

C

1
2
3
Average
Range

84.9477
84.9521
84.9498
84.950
0.004

84.9562
84.9584
84.9558
84.957
0.003

84.9589
84.9536
84.9566
84.956
0.005

84.9526
84.9487
84.9458
84.949
0.007

84.9436
84.9498
84.9578
84.950
0.014

84.7529
84.7582
84.7561
84.756
0.005

84.9026
84.8969
84.8989
84.899
0.006

84.7452
84.7382
84.7428
84.742
0.007

84.7029
84.6987
84.7041
84.702
0.005

84.8290
84.8249
84.8278
84.827
0.004

AvgC1 =
AvgC2 =
AvgC3 =
AvgCn =
AvgRCn =

84.869
84.868
84.870
84.869
0.006

Part Average 84.951

84.962

84.958

84.949

84.952

84.754

84.896

84.745

84.701

84.824

AvgABC =
RABC=

84.869
0.261

Appraisers =

3

AvgRABC =

0.006

AvgABC_Diff =

0.000

UCLR =
(based on D4)

0.016

AvgRAn =
Max AvgXn =

0.006 AvgRBn=
84.869

0.007 AvgRCn =
Max AvgXn =

0.006

84.869
Trials
2
3
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Appendix B: Gage Repeatability and Reproducibility Reports
Gage Repeatability and Reproducibility Report of the first experiment.
Part Number:
Part Description:
Characterisitcs:
Specifications:

Rear Cover
Transmission Rear Cover
Sealed Inner Bore Diameter
84.9525 +/- 0.0125 (mm)

Average of Averages =
(AvgrABC)

0.006

Gage Name:
Gage No.:
Gage Type:

Air Gauge
Air Gauge - A
Variable Gage

Averages Differential :
(AvABC-Diff)

Date:
Performed By:

0.003

Measuring Unit Analysis

10/16/14
Inspector A, B, and C

Range of Ranges:
(RABC)

0.270

% Total Variation (TV)

Repeatability - Equipment Variation (EV )
EV = AvgrABC X K1
EV =
0.004
K1 :

Trials

K1

2
3

0.8862
0.5908

%EV = 100 [ EV / TV ]
=
4.29%

0.591

Reproducibility - Appraiser Variation (AV)
AV = SQRT ( AvgABC-Diff X K2 ) 2 -(EV 2 / (nr)))
AV =
0.001

No. Parts:

10

No. Trials:
K2 :

3
0.5231

%AV = 100 [ AV / TV ]
=
1.62%

Appraisers

K2

2
3

0.7071
0.5231

Repeatability & Reproducibility (GRR)
GRR = SQRT(EV 2 + AV 2)
GRR =
0.004

%GRR = 100 [ GRR / TV ]
=
4.59%
%GRR < 10%
10%<%GRR<30%
%GRR > 30%

Acceptable
Acceptable w/ Conditions
Unnaceptable

Part Variation (PV)
PV=
PV=
No. Parts:

10

RABC X K3
0.085
K3:

0.3146

Parts

K3

2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

0.7071
0.5231
0.4467
0.403
0.3742
0.3534
0.3375
0.3249
0.3146

%PV=
%PV=

100 [PV / TV]
99.89%

ndc =
ndc =

1.41 (PV / GRR)
30.718

Total Variation (TV)
TV=
TV=

SQRT (GRR2 + PV2)
0.085

"ndc" Number of Distinct Categories
ndc must be greater or equalt to 5
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Gage Repeatability and Reproducibility Report of the second experiment.
Part Number:
Part Description:
Characterisitcs:
Specifications:

Rear Cover
Transmission Rear Cover
Sealed Inner Bore Diameter
84.9525 +/- 0.0125 (mm)

Average of Averages =
(AvgrABC)

0.402

Gage Name:
Gage No.:
Gage Type:

Air Gauge
Air Gauge - B
Variable Gage

Averages Differential :
(AvABC-Diff)

Date:
Performed By:

0.088

Measuring Unit Analysis

10/16/14
Inspector A, B, and C

Range of Ranges:
(RABC)

0.540

% Total Variation (TV)

Repeatability - Equipment Variation (EV )
EV = AvgrABC X K1
EV =
0.237
K1 :

Trials

K1

2
3

0.8862
0.5908

%EV = 100 [ EV / TV ]
= 81.23%

0.591

Reproducibility - Appraiser Variation (AV)
AV = SQRT ( AvgABC-Diff X K2 ) 2 -(EV 2 / (nr)))
AV =
0.015

No. Parts:

10

No. Trials:
K2 :

3
0.5231

%AV = 100 [ AV / TV ]
=
5.26%

Appraisers

K2

2
3

0.7071
0.5231

Repeatability & Reproducibility (GRR)
GRR = SQRT(EV 2 + AV 2)
GRR =
0.238

%GRR = 100 [ GRR / TV ]
= 81.40%
%GRR < 10%
10%<%GRR<30%
%GRR > 30%

Acceptable
Acceptable w/ Conditions
Unnaceptable

Part Variation (PV)
PV=
PV=
No. Parts:

10

RABC X K3
0.170
K3:

0.3146

Parts

K3

2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

0.7071
0.5231
0.4467
0.403
0.3742
0.3534
0.3375
0.3249
0.3146

%PV=
%PV=

100 [PV / TV]
58.08%

ndc =
ndc =

1.41 (PV / GRR)
1.006

Total Variation (TV)
TV=
TV=

SQRT (GRR2 + PV2)
0.292

"ndc" Number of Distinct Categories
ndc must be greater or equalt to 5
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Gage Repeatability and Reproducibility Report of the third experiment.
Part Number:
Part Description:
Characterisitcs:
Specifications:

Rear Cover
Transmission Rear Cover
Sealed Inner Bore Diameter
84.9525 +/- 0.0125 (mm)

Average of Averages =
(AvgrABC)

0.007

Gage Name:
Gage No.:
Gage Type:

Air Gauge
Air Gauge - C
Variable Gage

Averages Differential :
(AvABC-Diff)

Date:
Performed By:

0.002

Measuring Unit Analysis

10/16/14
Inspector A, B, and C

Range of Ranges:
(RABC)

0.276

% Total Variation (TV)

Repeatability - Equipment Variation (EV )
EV = AvgrABC X K1
EV =
0.004
K1 :

Trials

K1

2
3

0.8862
0.5908

%EV = 100 [ EV / TV ]
=
4.86%

0.591

Reproducibility - Appraiser Variation (AV)
AV = SQRT ( AvgABC-Diff X K2 ) 2 -(EV 2 / (nr)))
AV =
0.000

No. Parts:

10

No. Trials:
K2 :

3
0.5231

%AV = 100 [ AV / TV ]
=
0.37%

Appraisers

K2

2
3

0.7071
0.5231

Repeatability & Reproducibility (GRR)
GRR = SQRT(EV 2 + AV 2)
GRR =
0.004

%GRR = 100 [ GRR / TV ]
=
4.88%
%GRR < 10%
10%<%GRR<30%
%GRR > 30%

Acceptable
Acceptable w/ Conditions
Unnaceptable

Part Variation (PV)
PV=
PV=
No. Parts:

10

RABC X K3
0.087
K3:

0.3146

Parts

K3

2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

0.7071
0.5231
0.4467
0.403
0.3742
0.3534
0.3375
0.3249
0.3146

%PV=
%PV=

100 [PV / TV]
99.88%

ndc =
ndc =

1.41 (PV / GRR)
28.879

Total Variation (TV)
TV=
TV=

SQRT (GRR2 + PV2)
0.087

"ndc" Number of Distinct Categories
ndc must be greater or equalt to 5
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Gage Repeatability and Reproducibility Report of the third experiment.
Part Number:
Part Description:
Characterisitcs:
Specifications:

Rear Cover
Transmission Rear Cover
Sealed Inner Bore Diameter
84.9525 +/- 0.0125 (mm)

Average of Averages =
(AvgrABC)

0.007

Gage Name:
Gage No.:
Gage Type:

Air Gauge
Air Gauge - D
Variable Gage

Averages Differential :
(AvABC-Diff)

Date:
Performed By:

0.002

Measuring Unit Analysis

10/16/14
Inspector A, B, and C

Range of Ranges:
(RABC)

0.259

% Total Variation (TV)

Repeatability - Equipment Variation (EV )
EV = AvgrABC X K1
EV =
0.004
K1 :

Trials

K1

2
3

0.8862
0.5908

%EV = 100 [ EV / TV ]
=
5.18%

0.591

Reproducibility - Appraiser Variation (AV)
AV = SQRT ( AvgABC-Diff X K2 ) 2 -(EV 2 / (nr)))
AV =
0.000

No. Parts:

10

No. Trials:
K2 :

3
0.5231

%AV = 100 [ AV / TV ]
=
0.24%

Appraisers

K2

2
3

0.7071
0.5231

Repeatability & Reproducibility (GRR)
GRR = SQRT(EV 2 + AV 2)
GRR =
0.004

%GRR = 100 [ GRR / TV ]
=
5.19%
%GRR < 10%
10%<%GRR<30%
%GRR > 30%

Acceptable
Acceptable w/ Conditions
Unnaceptable

Part Variation (PV)
PV=
PV=
No. Parts:

10

RABC X K3
0.082
K3:

0.3146

Parts

K3

2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

0.7071
0.5231
0.4467
0.403
0.3742
0.3534
0.3375
0.3249
0.3146

%PV=
%PV=

100 [PV / TV]
99.87%

ndc =
ndc =

1.41 (PV / GRR)
27.151

Total Variation (TV)
TV=
TV=

SQRT (GRR2 + PV2)
0.082

"ndc" Number of Distinct Categories
ndc must be greater or equalt to 5
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Appendix C: Gage R&R Data Collection Sheet and Report of the Repaired Air
Gage System B
The data collection sheet of the repaired air gage system B.
Product:
Part Description:
Characterisitc:
Specification:

Rear Cover
Transmission Rear Cover
Sealed Inner Bore Diameter
84.9525 +/- 0.0125 (mm)
No. Appraisers:

Gage Name:
Gage No.:
Gage Type:

3

Air Gauge
Air Gauge - B
Variable Gage

No. Samples:

Date:
Performed By:

10

No. Trials:

10/16/14
Inspector A, B, and C

3

Part
Trial #
1
2
3
4
5
6
1
84.9598 84.9521 84.9602 84.9593 84.9423 84.7533
2
84.9625 84.9513 84.9676 84.9621 84.9461 84.7568
3
84.9558 84.9618 84.9601 84.9536 84.9489 84.7489
Average 84.959 84.955 84.963 84.958 84.946 84.753
Range
0.007
0.010
0.008
0.009
0.007
0.008

7
8
9
10
84.8956 84.7311 84.6966 84.8147
84.8884 84.7329 84.7062 84.8179
84.8912 84.7356 84.6986 84.8128
84.882 84.733 84.700 84.815
0.007
0.005
0.010
0.005

AvgA1 =
AvgA2 =
AvgA3 =
AvgAn =
AvgRAn =

Average
84.867
84.869
84.867
84.866
0.007

B

1
84.9583 84.9453 84.9695 84.9518 84.9438
2
84.9555 84.9467 84.9648 84.9582 84.9516
3
84.9563 84.9421 84.9659 84.9561 84.9461
Average 84.957 84.945 84.967 84.955 84.947
Range
0.003
0.005
0.005
0.006
0.008

84.7442
84.7463
84.7428
84.744
0.004

84.8838 84.7386 84.6925 84.8127
84.8906 84.7332 84.6976 84.8069
84.8851 84.7388 84.7029 84.8059
84.887 84.737 84.698 84.809
0.007
0.006
0.010
0.007

AvgB1 =
AvgB2 =
AvgB3 =
AvgBn =
AvgRBn =

84.864
84.865
84.864
84.864
0.006

C

1
84.9569 84.9438 84.9672 84.9576 84.9449
2
84.9572 84.9436 84.9640 84.9482 84.9421
3
84.9536 84.9402 84.9613 84.9531 84.9493
Average 84.956 84.943 84.964 84.953 84.945
Range
0.004
0.004
0.006
0.009
0.007

84.7461
84.7458
84.7416
84.745
0.004

84.8828 84.7395 84.6916 84.8136
84.8847 84.7336 84.6969 84.8175
84.8893 84.7378 84.6988 84.8206
84.886 84.737 84.696 84.817
0.007
0.006
0.007
0.007

AvgC1 =
AvgC2 =
AvgC3 =
AvgCn =
AvgRCn =

84.864
84.863
84.865
84.864
0.006

84.747

84.885

AvgABC =
RABC=

84.865
0.267

AvgRABC =

0.006

AvgABC_Diff =

0.002

UCLR =
(based on D4)

0.017

Appraiser
A

Part Average 84.957

AvgRAn =
Max AvgXn =

84.947

0.007 AvgRBn=
84.866

84.965

84.956

0.006 AvgRCn =

Max AvgXn =

84.946

0.006

Appraisers =

84.864
Trials
2
3
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84.736

3

84.698

84.814

Gage Repeatability and Reproducibility Report of the repaired air gage system B.
Part Number:
Part Description:
Characterisitcs:
Specifications:

Rear Cover
Transmission Rear Cover
Sealed Inner Bore Diameter
84.9525 +/- 0.0125 (mm)

Average of Averages =
(AvgrABC)

0.006

Gage Name:
Gage No.:
Gage Type:

Air Gauge
Air Gauge - B
Variable Gage

Averages Differential :
(AvABC-Diff)

Date:
Performed By:

0.002

Measuring Unit Analysis

10/16/14
Inspector A, B, and C

Range of Ranges:
(RABC)

0.267

% Total Variation (TV)

Repeatability - Equipment Variation (EV )
EV = AvgrABC X K1
EV =
0.004
K1 :

Trials

K1

2
3

0.8862
0.5908

%EV = 100 [ EV / TV ]
=
4.56%

0.591

Reproducibility - Appraiser Variation (AV)
AV = SQRT ( AvgABC-Diff X K2 ) 2 -(EV 2 / (nr)))
AV =
0.001

No. Parts:

10

No. Trials:
K2 :

3
0.5231

%AV = 100 [ AV / TV ]
=
1.24%

Appraisers

K2

2
3

0.7071
0.5231

Repeatability & Reproducibility (GRR)
GRR = SQRT(EV 2 + AV 2)
GRR =
0.004

%GRR = 100 [ GRR / TV ]
=
4.72%
%GRR < 10%
10%<%GRR<30%
%GRR > 30%

Acceptable
Acceptable w/ Conditions
Unnaceptable

Part Variation (PV)
PV=
PV=
No. Parts:

10

RABC X K3
0.084
K3:

0.3146

Parts

K3

2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

0.7071
0.5231
0.4467
0.403
0.3742
0.3534
0.3375
0.3249
0.3146

%PV=
%PV=

100 [PV / TV]
99.89%

ndc =
ndc =

1.41 (PV / GRR)
29.824

Total Variation (TV)
TV=
TV=

SQRT (GRR2 + PV2)
0.084

"ndc" Number of Distinct Categories
ndc must be greater or equalt to 5
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